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This talk begins in the middle of Swami sharing about an experience/dream? 
that he had with Baba. 
 
I know the love stories telling about God, I can talk two hundred 
hours non-stop in Telugu, it's no doubt.”  He said, “Ok,” he came, he 
stand up, and he came.  He made my head three times - that's it I 
went to sleep.  Early morning like four thirty, I woke up like a spring.  
I fall down from the fire, like with the energy catching, like a pressure 
just opening, like chhhhht… “Come on, what is this?” Then ok, wait a 
minute, where I am now, watching all my parts, my legs are… I'm ok, 
then again, “Hey come on, why you don't come like with thirty 
minutes normal attention?  Why can't you come, then we can sit like 
face to face. Who will be… you're always like very huge tricky. 
You're not fair, you're always doing crazy things on me.”  Then I 
went in the deep meditation… then again he came.  He can't handle 
me at a time.  He has to come step-by-step, step-by-step, step-by-step.   
 
Then I started to do very dynamically, powerfully, public service in 
the public.  Then I understand, who cares about thinking the 
problem, thinking on myself to progress. Then I did my maximum 
best, nerves almost all taking out.  Even now many people trying to 
bring down, now it's beyond their limits. Even whatever it happens, I 
don't care - it's already pass on the limits - the message in the world. I 
gave almost all, huge information. Then what I give, really is the 
supernatural formulas… In the Elements what I give, it's not 
particularly any Vedas, it's not perfectly, only complete the palm 
leaves, the new information Swami Kaleshwar. We can see in the 
normal tradition there’s some bijaksharas - it's completely from 
Swami. Then I want to give my personal, how I did practices like a 
Bhairavi Mata, how it happened to Ramakrishna Paramahansa to 
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open the channels.  Like Amruthananda, me, how it is importantly 
happened. I want to talk about that with the Shirdi Baba, certain 
channels.  I have to wait about twenty-four hours.   
 
Then I started to gather very, very, powerful objects, healing 
instruments from entire India.  Meeting different saints, staying with 
them two, three days to understanding what their abilities, whatever 
I can receive the knowledge, whatever I can suck the information and 
thinking what they have healing instruments, what power 
instruments.  Making ok, to making them happy - bringing them to 
back here.  
 
I totally, I gathered huge, nobody have in the universe, only one 
person, Swami Kaleshwar have. Incredible healing instruments, power 
objects and the palm leaves, the information, it's your Swami have.  
Seven years I did hard work, no duty me and Anthony… One 
devotee gave a car, Ganeshwara, he donated a car, my duty is just 
visiting Ashrams. From Himalayas to Kanekmar just moving, and 
moving, and moving, staying one Ashram five days, seven days, ten 
days… There is a one big luck, the saint, and saint, they'll give each 
other much respect - that's in India.  Everybody, ninety percent who 
sees me for the first time, they automatic, “Oh you're so...” hooking 
them with my attraction, way of talking, lot of things, “Oh you have a 
great feature, you are like da, da, da, da, da, da, da.” They are talking 
and spending with them.  
 
Finally I made it through like a huge palm leaves, and different type 
of instruments. Unnecessary, the saints who are living in the 
mountains, they have no idea who is the right person to give their 
things. Some saints they're very intelligent, some things they give, 
some they, “No, no, no, no, no.  We have to keep this things. When 
we go, ready to die, definitely we will sending to you at your 
Ashram. Even we're happy to send through my devotees, then to 
bury somewhere in your grounds, in this fort.”  Finally my point, in 
the universe, thousand times powerful we can't see anywhere like 
this place - natural magnetic vibrations… But we have to open our 
heart to experience that.  Even if you're closing eyes, even if you went 
any beautiful place, you can't see, you have to open your eyes here. 
Even if you be here then the power automatically to start to 
experience, even it's very mild person, even he have no spiritual 
heart - any person can experience the power here.  Is it true?  Hey! 
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Ramakrishna: I think so, I don't know. I believe you. I don't have any 
experience on that. 
 
Swami:  Um-hum. 
 
Ramakrishna:  I think everybody landed here without knowing why. 
 
Swami:  There is a big mystery, the power object - what is mean by 
power object?  In Sri Sailam, that small Shiva Lingam, that's called 
one of power object.  Millions of people doing offering pujas - that 
Shiva Lingam, natural magnetic power, even if you touch there is a 
lot of benefit. Practically there is a big Indian tradition, big faith - 
such type of things, the collecting is very important. Even I'm talking 
now, my voice is not like a flowing, it's like stopping word - huge like 
stopping. It's not like a fearful talk, is a, something shaking – 
understand, something shaking, not to clearly flowing.  It's necessary 
some power objects to have a person in his life, even if you doing 
practice or not.  Doing practice - that helps to make the balance of his 
whole process.  
 
Shirdi Baba, he have some power objects – incredible.  Then after he 
made his meditation power in the structure of the flames and he 
hidden it, his power putted in like a candles - he buried it.  No matter 
whatever either he lost, just he kept his meditation power forever and 
ever there to help the universe, like my process to help the universe.  
Whoever comes here, just it's like a big - huge energy.  That is the 
same process.  One day everybody can understand the natural, the 
supernatural, important proof what is here. I'm going to show one 
day like a here, this is this, like a open sheet about this Ashram. 
When I started to say that, then there's a big craziness happens, they 
gone mad with the people with the India, different saints, different 
ashrams… huge at a time, comes out. 
 
Ramakrishna:  Why did you say that? 
 
Swami: At least better to inform some right persons, some right 
persons at least, otherwise meaningless, complete meaningless - huge 
meaningless. Just finally, just I gave up to the energy to the God 
energy,  “You decide whatever is the best in the universe. I'm doing 
my role, completing my role,” you know role, my movie in my 
character.  “I'm doing my best, you decide whatever is the best.”  No 
matter whoever coming in here, who are loving from me, everybody 
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like a pot of the God energy to bringing that light to the universe. No 
problem, can talk tomorrow more - just is like five percent, we'll talk 
tomorrow. So maybe I have to listen to Virginia.  You wrote yours 
Terry, experience?   I have to… so we'll go in front of fire? 
 

End of Session 
  
 
 
 


